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Title word cross-reference

[179, 175, 177]. $\Delta$ [1505]. $\Gamma$ [1616]. $k$ [2089].
$\lambda$ [877, 960]. $m$ [722]. $N$ [1510, 2294, 522]. $\Pi$
[1925, 2400]. $\Pi_0$ [1631]. $T$ [1364].

-synchronous [1510]. -valued [248]. -way [2294].

.NET [1236, 2120, 1204, 865, 285, 973, 1348].

/ [51]. /garbage [1920].

'00 [2444, 33, 2446, 118, 119]. '01 [211].

16-bit [855].

28th [2448, 54].

6 [1716]. 64 [233, 364, 204].

'99 [16, 17].

= [534].

abandoned [1032]. ABCD [90]. abduction
[2194]. Abstract
[1190, 18, 985, 370, 926, 2293, 2363, 2366,
Abstraction [304, 1641, 2404, 854, 501, 489, 876, 1481, 1333, 1933, 1324, 844, 1183, 1262, 2319, 1318, 1627]. abstraction-safe [876].

Abstractions [303, 989, 1742, 1585, 1071, 1786, 1787, 2181, 1456, 1337, 1069]. abstracts [1534, 2061, 2006, 1609, 2165].


acme [1155, 1209, 1402]. acoustic [2073]. acquisition [1314]. Across [105, 341, 1481, 1884, 1091]. action [1062].

actions [2053, 2170]. ActionScript [2360].

Activation [205]. active [2364, 677, 768].


Algorithm [1573, 1574, 396, 1487, 1545, 767, 1684, 758, 1549, 557, 850, 1111, 797, 1565, 2252, 1046, 1048, 848, 1760, 1965, 141, 142, 1090, 691].


alignment [1074]. Allocation [226, 229, 193, 350, 101, 548, 2391, 783, 2056, 609, 681, 1034, 1037, 1017, 1511, 1019, 1113, 2057, 1746, 1763, 745, 1378, 1842, 1415, 1070, 1529, 2027, 733, 759, 1380, 608, 152, 682, 1090, 725, 1027, 1033, 856, 1091, 1112, 1381].

Alternatives [190]. Ambient [246].
analyzable [696]. analyzer [809].
analyzers [1279]. Analyzing [487, 2124, 2318, 1833, 1592, 1542, 1591].
anatomy [1426]. Ancestor [1185].
cluster [342, 1484, 911, 841]. cluster-based [342, 911]. clustered [604, 605, 1836].
clusters [2239, 909, 1395]. CML [1749].
CMP [1698, 1290]. CMPs [1994]. Co
[2446, 898, 2360, 1910, 1735]. co-array [898]. co-inductive [1735]. co-logic [2360].
co-weaving [1910]. coalescence [852].
coalescing [1822, 2348, 555, 2028].
coallocation [1571]. coarse [2057, 1686, 850, 848, 2343, 1606].
cost [102x646]. coarse-grained [2057, 1686, 848, 2343, 1606]. coated [1613].


Codebugger [28]. codesign [613].
collapsing [1408]. collected [1720, 358].
Collectors [234, 492, 760, 2207, 1811, 2011, 1810, 260].
Colored [249]. Coloring [1034, 1017, 607, 1019, 556, 1090, 2263].

COM [702]. combination [2190, 457].

Combinatorial [1709]. Combinators [1332, 1732].
Combining [1821, 1431, 349, 1583, 565, 1785, 151, 270, 1480, 667, 2115, 1186, 1816]. come [263].

comfort [1915]. command [1526].


Communicating [543, 1325].


communication-centric [2354]. communication-exposed [679].

Compactly [918, 1752]. Comparability [2263].

Comparative [108, 939, 1063, 674]. Comparing [2218, 2297, 2299].
Comparison [1247, 1673, 586, 865, 1065, 1594, 2435, 2265, 799]. compatibility [741].

compatible [2321]. compensations [1330]. competing [2346]. competitive [2047].

compilable [636]. Compilation [189, 1544, 117, 1116, 1315, 1912, 1655, 523, 2024, 711, 1402, 135, 116, 1073, 2122, 586, 744, 1022, 2106, 1491, 1102, 1803, 1492, 603, 615, 1656, 614, 970, 592, 72, 819, 784, 450].

Compile [801, 798, 1007, 1001].

Compile-time [801, 798, 1001]. compile/ 

optimize [1007]. compiled [1386, 651, 909].

Context-sensitive [1565, 2426, 84, 807, 2030, 1793, 1578, 1584, 1078]. Contextual [1930, 2427]. Contification [403].
coordinating [2295]. Coordination [218, 2037]. copies [2336]. coproducts [642]. Copy [2028, 199, 2187, 555, 832, 952].
Higher-order
[1032, 1450, 2076, 2052, 738, 634, 530, 2205, 1506, 1375, 1130, 1737, 1867, 1734, 1959, 722, 1855, 1901, 960, 890, 982, 1958].

higher-rank [1638]. highly [2321]. Hilbert [879], historical [394]. History [414, 41].

HM [872], HMF [2009]. Hoard [194].

[794, 2291, 2315]. homomorphism [2185].

honors [2148]. hope [1301]. Hosting [2423].

Hot [203, 570, 1571, 408, 624, 1570, 2043].

HPC [620, 2285]. HPM [1912].

HPM-sampling [1912]. HSSM [552].

HTM [2233]. HTML [2431]. Hybrid [1703, 1515, 347, 1492, 61, 916, 62, 847, 1630, 1544].

HydroJ [944]. hypervisor [2246].


ICSE [467]. I’d [1188]. IDE [1871, 1761].

ideal [974]. idempotency [330, 1142].

Idempotent [2255]. Identification [1264, 555, 1265]. identifying [1692]. IDEs [2382]. idiom [1707]. idle [2238].


ILP-based [364]. imbalances [1902].

Immix [2010]. immutability [1466].

Impact [2044, 1672, 2116, 148, 1267, 2432, 824, 764, 830]. Impala [910].

Impressive [1954, 1450, 554, 1506, 2084, 1490, 1499, 2329].


implementations [1499, 1742, 2374, 1955, 87, 2297, 2299].


Implicitly [2074]. Implicitly-threaded [2074]. Importance [290]. Important [30, 52]. impredicativity [1638].

improbable [1344]. Improved
[1777, 74, 1487, 1545, 1886]. Improvement
[426, 1636, 610]. Improving
[1055, 1471, 1037, 220, 1131, 2049, 1216, 1976, 156, 904, 2059, 1616, 208, 572, 1376, 261, 1378, 662, 1656, 800]. impulses [882].
in-memory [2393]. inadequate [328].

included [2220]. Inclusion [396]. inclusive
[2141, 135]. incoherence [1276].

Incommunicado [698]. incomplete [1235].

inconsistency [1808]. Increasing
[675, 507, 1408]. Incremental
[449, 1493, 972, 729, 767, 632, 1581, 564].

incrementalisation [2101].

Incrementalization [1481, 931, 1796].

Incrementalized [288, 289]. independence
[2199, 499]. independent
[1010, 1565, 932, 685, 1179, 1260, 921].

Index [209, 316, 2441, 427]. indexed
[1432, 714, 533, 268]. indexing [2029].

indices [78]. Indirect [240, 816, 1976].

individually [1582]. Inducing [1082].

Induction [29]. Inductive
[1857, 535, 2249, 1948, 1791, 1735].

inductively [1445]. Indus [1531].

Industrial [2271, 365, 591, 1144]. industry
[1253]. inection [1089]. inefficiencies
[2123], inexpressivity [1730]. inference
[2128, 1087, 1808, 1899, 1745, 565, 869, 1067, 1619, 2090, 2175, 2306, 1439, 1524, 2390, 249, 1721, 133, 512, 1425, 1514, 1779, 1437, 2068, 1780, 527, 2130, 1943, 1638].

Inferred [2381].

Inferencing [783, 2035, 1905, 804, 2118].

influence [2365, 131]. Influences [824].

Influential [960]. Information
[30, 389, 390, 43, 52, 99, 124, 216, 125, 217, 279, 324, 476, 280, 325, 477, 544, 583, 621, 545, 584, 622, 962, 57, 133, 512, 1502, 2366, 2371, 964, 2134, 2368, 912, 2304, 628, 1175, 2357, 1955, 91, 491, 2361, 2370, 808, 2306, 2025, 992, 2305, 2209, 764, 2369, 1275, 2167,
Manticore [2074], manual [589, 897], Many [1611, 623, 2281], many-core [2281], manycore [2423], map [631], Maple [1012], Mapping [168, 1700, 2258, 2829, 1835, 848, 2315, 1977, 1412, 755, mappings [2240], Mar [1921], Marine [1193], mark [948, 2010, 1285, 952], Mark-copy [952], mark-region [2010], mark-sweep [1285], Marketing [2157], markup [1493], Mars [706], Marshalling [877, 876], mashups [1872], Masked [2174, 1548, 1956], Massachusetts [2446], masses [1151], massively [1064], Matching [405, 923, 1474, 2179, 714, 251, 2201, 1491, 944, 2212, 521, 1851], Maté [663], math [1203, 867], mathematics [875, 752], MATLAB [578, 814, 7], matrices [913, 914, 332], Matrix [1488], Matrix-based [1488], matter [1494], matters [1250, 1143], maximizing [1242], Maximum [2233, 142], maximum-weights [142], may [263, 749], Maya [576], McErlang [1860], MDA [1183, 1202], MDA-levels [1183, 1262], me [2363, 1952, 2214, 1582], meanings [1780], Means [473, 2194], measurement [2338, 2275], Measuring [2365, 1107, 1975], mechanical [1530], mechanism [678, 1346, 1293], mechanisms [1468, 1757], Mechanized [1630, 2076, 1736], Mechanizing [1446], MEDASL [1158, 1215], Meeting [958], Mem [667], members [2408], memoization [719], memories [2041, 186], Memory [36, 470, 1293, 194, 296, 229, 837, 290, 2060, 225, 230, 358, 1932, 2270, 1552, 667, 1559, 681, 1563, 2367, 2014, 1678, 2107, 2203, 820, 1288, 2296, 1361, 1769, 2342, 2239, 949, 1812, 607, 1841, 1704, 1706, 758, 835, 2419, 1703, 2287, 761, 2228, 2234, 2313, 786, 905, 913, 914, 1478, 577, 1920, 2204, 1551, 2169, 1281, 807, 1657, 1472, 1111, 1843, 2333, 1720, 1417, 2252, 2123, 1051, 771, 1291, 76, 335, 156, 757, 1841, 786, 1674, 1007, 663, 2434, 827, 896, 461, 2202, 800, 2315, 2258, 69, 179, 1404, 1813, 833, 747, 552,]
partitioning
[818, 1387, 1387, 2071, 1990, 341, 849, 851].
party [1468]. Pascal [589, 327].
Pascal-2000 [327]. pass [2056, 563].
passing [488, 766, 1749, 793]. passive [768].
Patterns [414, 320, 18, 58, 95, 400, 1354, 1366, 739, 1136, 2046, 619, 1399, 1459, 874, 2212, 521, 2104, 919, 1503, 1191, 571, 1461]. pause [760]. pay [1127]. PDG [2362].
peephole [1708, 1020]. Peer [345]. [51].
Compiler [2142]. de [1630]. enter [1130].
frequency [1289]. garbage [1920]. GPCE [1166, 1168]. HTML [748]. IP [1701].
irregular [2046]. J [1464]. leaving [920].
lustre [845]. ML [1726]. MPI [899].
optimize [1007]. SIGPLAN [2451].
software [849]. Pensieve [900]. people [2398].
Proposed [59, 60, 1908]. proprietary [1987]. prospects [2413].
Symmetric-Key Symposium

Symmetry synchronization

Symposium synchronization-related

Synchronous synchrony

Syncopation

Synergistic synonyms

Syntactic Syntax

Synthesis Synthesizing

System-specific Systems-on-chip

Tables TACO tag tag-based tagging

TAJ Takes TAL tales Talk

tall Taming Tamper

Tamper-proofing Tamper-resistant Tangible

Tangled Tapping Target targets Tartan task targets
targets

TCC TCP TCP/IP
teach Teaching Teams Technical

technique Techniques
technology
telecom temperature

Template Templates Templates-based Tetris
text textbooks textile
textbooks
textile

Theorist Theoretical theorist

Theory Theorems theorems

Thermal Thin things thinking

Thin things


weaver [843]. Weaving [518, 1167, 1910].
web [1897, 1862, 2307, 37, 38, 41, 986, 1949, 1872, 13, 2333, 1065, 737, 131, 1238, 1526, 1771, 1863, 1253]. web-applications [1897].
Web-Based [37, 41, 38, 2333]. WebRB [1897]. weight [2209]. weighted [2257].
weightsum [142]. Welcome [51]. well [994, 1504]. well-founded [994, 1504].
were [516, 542, 707]. West [437]. where [385]. whether [1082]. while [1386, 1132, 1843].
white [1543]. white-box [1543]. whitebox [2026]. Whiteoak [2105]. Whole [302, 1248, 261, 1555, 813, 1088]. whole-program [813, 261, 1555, 1088].
will [1205, 22, 23]. window [1118]. windows [1033, 2166, 788]. WinHIPE [1761]. Winners [537]. wire [673].
wire-delay [673]. wireless [1786, 1803]. wishes [1883]. within [2395, 1264].
without [181, 294, 953, 447, 837, 404, 1864, 1379, 690, 1570, 2373, 2243, 170, 2341, 1119].
Witnessing [1434]. work [2406, 1198, 1305, 2255, 1142, 1536, 1862].
World [710, 955, 812, 329, 1160, 1793, 162, 1999].
World-class [710]. worms [517]. worrying [2292]. worship [1185]. worst [1827].
worst-case [1827]. Write [2078, 542, 1392, 775, 2187]. Writing [2398].
written [2434]. wrong [1135, 2243, 1199, 1304]. WSAgent [1238].
XScale™ [1104]. XSnippet [1667]. XTREM [1104]. XVF [866].
year [1202, 2168]. Years [2451, 1634, 1436, 1486, 1539, 1144]. Yi [2213]. yield [2245]. Ynot [2084].

References


both IEEE 754 and S/360 formats, and a twenty-year retrospective in [1041]. In electronic mail dated Wed, 27 Jun 1990 11:55:36 EDT, Guy Steele reported that an intrepid pre-SIGPLAN 90 conference implementation of what is stated in the paper revealed 3 mistakes:

1. Table 5 (page 124):
   insert \( k \leftarrow 0 \) after assertion, and also delete \( k \leftarrow 0 \) from Table 6.

2. Table 9 (page 125):
   for \(-1:USER!("\"");\)
   substitute \(-1:USER!("0")\)
   and delete the comment.

3. Table 10 (page 125):
   for \( \text{fill}(-k, "0") \)
   substitute \( \text{fill}(-k-1, "0") \)
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